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Abstract
In this thesis, I investigate the distribution of the null copula in African American English
(AAE). Unlike previous accounts that have viewed the null copula as a purely phono-
logical or syntactic phenomenon, I explore how semantic focus affects the acceptability
of null copula sentences. I consider two broad categories of focus, presentational and
contrastive, whose categorization has been argued for in Kiss (1998), Krifka (2008), and
Gussenhoven (2007). There is a brief discussion of cross-linguistic data regarding the
impact of focus on null copulas, as well as the unique impact of contrastive focus on syn-
tactic structures, cross-linguistically. The core data presented in this thesis was collected
through experimental research. It suggests that contrastive focus improves the accept-
ability of null copula sentences in AAE, while presentational focus showed no conclusive
results on the acceptability of such sentences. Based on these results, I encourage more re-
search be done on the relationship between focus and null copulas, and on the similarities
and differences between contrastive and presentational focus cross-linguistically.
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1 Introduction
One of the most well-known features of African American English (AAE) is its null copula.
A zero or null copula, an unpronounced copula verb be or have, is a common feature of
languages cross-linguistically. In a survey of 386 languages, The World Atlas of Language
Structures Online found that 175 of them could have a null copula construction (Stassen
2013), as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Occurrence of the Null/Zero Copula Cross-Linguistically (Stassen 2013)

Languages with a null copula can be further subdivided into languages where the null
copula is optional and varies with a non-null form, and languages without any overt form.
American Sign Language and Sinhalese, an Indo-European language spoken in Sri Lanka,
for example, have no overt copula, while Russian and African American English have a
null copula that can only occur in certain environments (Stassen 2013, Simons & Fennig
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2017). In languages where the null copula can only occur in particular environments,
much work has been done to try to explain its distribution. This thesis explores the
distribution of the null copula in AAE.1

The null copula in AAE has been studied by linguists extensively since Labov (1969),
which provided the first account of it. Previous linguists have accounted for the null
copula’s distribution by phonology and syntax. However, this paper considers the dis-
tribution of the null copula by semantics/pragmatics. Based on motivating data from
Frassica (2009), which indicate that current accounts of the null copula fail to fully cap-
ture its distribution, this paper describes experimental linguistic research about the effect
that various categories of focus have on the acceptability of null copula sentences in AAE.
That research led to the main result of this thesis: contrastive focus improves the accept-
ability of null copula sentences in AAE, while presentational focus showed no conclusive
results on the acceptability of such sentences.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides a summary of the

Silent Verb Analysis, the most comprehensive account of the null copula in AAE, and
one that accounted for all available null copula data in the literature at the time Bender
proposed it in 2000. This account is syntactic in nature. However, the Silent Verb Analysis
fails to account for data presented in Frassica (2009), which is described in detail in
section 3. Section 4 considers various definitions and categorizations of focus, including
the broad categories of contrastive and presentational focus. Section 5 describes the
methods used to perform the research that led to the data and analysis presented in section
6. Section 7, the conclusion, summarizes the results of the research while discussing
1I recognize that AAE is not a monolithic language and there is variation by age, gender and region

However, I will be examining AAE singularly like most linguists who study the null copula in AAE have,
including Labov (1969), Bender (2000), and Frassica (2009).
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limitations of it and suggestions for future research. Finally, section 8 is the appendix,
which includes all the data from the research.

2 A Current Account of the Null Copula: Silent Verb
Analysis

One of the most comprehensive accounts of the null copula is presented in Bender (2000),
called the Silent Verb Analysis. This analysis is syntactic in nature. Prior to this and for
many years, linguists had argued for purely phonological accounts of the null copula,
as in Labov (1969, 1995). However, Bender (2000) showed that these phonological ac-
counts are unable to fully capture the null copula’s distribution in AAE. This is due to
the fact that phonological arguments rely on the idea that contraction of the copula feeds
the occurrence of the null copula, but Bender (2000) presents data to show that the null
copula can occur when contraction cannot [see (9) and (11) in section 2.1]. This data
refutes Labov’s phonological accounts. When forming theories that account for the distri-
bution of the null copula, due to its high frequency in AAE, the null copula is viewed as
being acceptable normally, with linguists working to account for the cases where the null
copula is not acceptable. What follows are some data sentences that have traditionally
been used to explain the distribution of the null copula and an overview of how Bender
(2000)’s Silent Verb Analysis accounts for them.
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2.1 Data of Null Copula in AAE

The data below gives examples of when the null copula is not licensed in AAE, as well as,
for contrastive purposes, some examples of when the null copula is licensed. For example,
(1a) provides a canonical example of when the null copula appears in AAE—that is, with
a third person singular subject preceding an adjectival phrase. The data also provides
examples of the situations in which the null copula in AAE cannot occur, as described
in Bender (2000), Labov (1969), and Labov (1972). Thus, these environments should
be, and traditionally have been, the ones of interest when trying to account for the null
copula’s distribution. The first of these environments is when the null copula is used with
the first person singular. The null copula in AAE is never acceptable with a first person
singular subject as in (1b).

(1) a. She smart.
b. *I ∅ smart.
(Bender 2000:82)

The second environment of interest is in nonfinite contexts, as in (2). The null copula
cannot be used in a nonfinite or non-tensed context, as in (2b).

(2) a. You got to be good, Rednall!
b. *You got to ∅ good, Rednall!
(Bender 2000:83)

Additionally, the null copula cannot be used in imperative contexts, as shown (3).

(3) a. Be nice to your mother!
b. *∅ nice to your mother!
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(Bender 2000:83)

Nor can the null copula occur before full verbal phrase ellipsis, as shown in (4).

(4) a. They say they’re best friends, but they ∅ not.
b. *They said he wild, and he ∅.
(Bender 2000:83)

The null copula also cannot appear in place of a stressed/emphasized tensed be, as in (5).

(5) a. Allah is God.
b. *Allah ∅ God. [to get the same emphasis meaning as above]
(Bender 2000:84)

The null copula is not allowed with the past tense, as shown in (6).

(6) a. He here right now.
b. *He here yesterday.
(Bender 2000:87)

The null copula also cannot occur in tag questions, as shown in (7).

(7) a. It ain’t a flower show, is it?
b. *It ain’t a flower show, ∅ it?
(Bender 2000:84)

In the case of complement extraction, as in (8) and (9), the null copula’s distribution is
not immediately clear. In (8b), it is not allowed, while in (9b) it is, and the contracted
copula is not. Bender’s Silent Verb Analysis accounts for this.

(8) a. I don’t care what you are.
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b. *I don’t care what you ∅.

(9) a. How old you think his baby is?
b. *How old you think his baby’s?
c. How old you think his baby?
(Bender 2000:89-91)

A similarly interesting behavior arises with inversion and subject extraction. The null
copula can occur with inversion, where the contracted copula cannot (10). And the con-
tracted copula cannot occur with subject extraction, while the null copula can (11).

(10) a. I’m tired and so’s my dog. 2

b. *I’m tired and so ∅ my dog.
(Bender 2000:86)

(11) a. Tha’s the man they say is in love.
b. *Tha’s the man they say’s in love.
c. Tha’s the man they say ∅ in love.
(Bender 2000:91)

As discussed in this section’s introduction, (9) and (11) provide examples of where the
null copula can appear in AAE but the contracted copula cannot appear. Labov (1969)
and (1995) argue that the null copula is grammatical only if the contracted copula is
grammatical, because they claim that copula contraction feeds copula deletion. In (9) and
(11), however, a null copula is grammatical in an environment that disallows contraction.
Thus, (9) and (11) are counterexamples to Labov’s claims that his phonological analysis
2A full copula version of this sentence was not provided in Bender (2000).
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can account for the null copula’s distribution since the phonological rules that his theory
is predicated on only allow for the appearance of the null copula when the contracted
copula is also allowed. Bender’s Silent Verb Analysis, however, accounts for all of this
data.

2.2 A Silent Verb Analysis

The Silent Verb Analysis of the null copula is a syntactic analysis. It treats the null copula
as a phonetically null copula that shares many of the syntactic rules of inflectional is and
are.3 Thus, it has many of the same constraints that other inflectional types of the copula
have, which are listed below and are part of Bender’s Silent Verb Analysis.

1. The argument structure for the null copula has a [non-1sg] constraint, which means
that the null copula cannot appear after an argument of the first person singular
type (Bender 2000:119).

2. The type of head for a null copula has the [form fin], meaning that the null copula
cannot appear in phrases where the head of the clause is nonfinite (119).

3. Similarly, the head of the null copula has the [form –] constraint, which states that
the null copula cannot appear in phrases of inversion (119).

The three constraints that follow from treating the null copula as a phonetically null
version of is and are account for much of the data in section 2.1. Namely, they account
for unacceptability of (1b), (2b), (3b), (6b), (7b), and (10b). Moreover, the understanding
of the null copula as a true verbal copula correctly predicts (11c) as acceptable, which is a
3This paper adopts the key ideas of Bender’s analysis and thus the use of the term null copula has been

intentional, and is not theory neutral.
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case of subject extraction. The process of subject extraction with other verbs would result
in similarly acceptable sentences that parallel the acceptability of (11). Thus, (11c)’s
acceptability is correctly predicted (Bender 2000:21). To account for the rest of the data,
Bender looks outside of the silent is and are analysis and proposes a constraint on the
complement of the null copula, which can account for the rest of the data in 2.1, as
summarized below.

4. The complement of a null copula must either

(a) be empty, which is generally obtained through movement; or

(b) have some elided element as well as some phonetically present element (119).

Data sentence (4b), reproduced below, a case of ellipsis, is correctly predicted as un-
acceptable by this constraint on complements since there is ellipsis in the complement
without a phonetically present item.
(4a) They say they’re best friends, but they ∅ not.
(4b) *They said he wild, and he ∅.
On the other hand, (4a) is correctly predicted as acceptable since it contains an elided

item and a phonetically present item. Additionally, this complement constraint correctly
predicts the acceptability of complement extraction as in (9b) because the complement
position of the null copula is empty. Furthermore, it predicts the unacceptability of com-
plement extraction in (8b) since the complement position of the null copula is elided but
has no phonetically present element with it.
Finally, although she does not formalize it, Bender notes that the final constraint that

should be added into our model of the null copula is a “natural” constraint against the
null copula being used with emphasis, since phonologically empty words do not allow
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emphasis (121). Labov claimed this as well. With that constraint in place, this Silent
Verb Analysis provides an account of the distribution of the null copula that correctly
predicts the acceptability of all data in section 2.1.

3 Frassica’s Observations
The Silent Verb Analysis of the null copula successfully accounted for all null copula data
in the literature up to 2000. However, data provided by Frassica (2009) suggests that
linguists still do not have a full account of the factors that influence the acceptability
of the null copula in AAE. Frassica (2009) explores the distribution of the null copula
with respect to stage- and individual-level predicates. In an aside to that exploration, she
provides discourse data (12a) and (12b), which motivate this research.

(12) a. A: I like my new place.
A: It’s cheaper than Bowen Homes, and
A: #Darnell my neighbor.

b. A: I like my new place. It’s cheaper than Bowen Homes.
B: Yeah but, Trey’s your neighbor.
A: No, Darnell my neighbor.

(Frassica 2009:45)

In (12a), the sentence Darnell my neighbor with the null copula was judged as question-
ably acceptable by Frassica’s consultant, whereas in (12b), Darnell my neighbor is rated as
totally acceptable. This distinction in acceptability is not accounted for by Bender’s Silent
Verb Analysis or any other account. Frassica provides the mid-level generalization that
this distinction could be the result of a contrastive discourse constraint, since in (12b),
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Darnell my neighbor functions to contrast something previously in the discourse, while in
(12a), there is no contrastive environment. The work presented in this paper brings that
hypothesis into a more theoretical framework of focus. In (12b), there is contrastive focus
in Darnell my neighbor, while there is no focus of any type in Darnell my neighbor in (12a).
Based on this data, the research presented in this paper explores how the occurrence of
various types of focus affect the acceptability of sentences with the null copula in AAE.

4 Understanding Focus
Given the hypothesis that the difference in acceptability of (12a) and (12b) is a result
of contrastive focus, this section discusses various definitions and understandings of lin-
guistic focus. Section 4.1 provides an overview of focus and presents the definition of
focus adopted here. Section 4.2 describes some of the different categorizations of types
of focus that have been presented. Section 4.3 discusses one of those categories, con-
trastive focus, in detail and highlights the unique properties associated with contrastive
focus cross-linguistically. Lastly, section 4.4 and 4.5 discuss how focus affects sentences
with a zero copula in Mandarin Chinese and in stigmatized Belizean dialects respectively.

4.1 Semantic and Pragmatic Notions of Focus

People define focusmany different ways. When focus is viewed as a syntactic phonomenon,
focus is viewed as consisting “of a feature that is assigned to a node in the syntactic rep-
resentation of a sentence” (Krifka 1991:127). When considering focus as a phonological
phenomenon in English, it is marked through accent (127). However, the semantic and
pragmatic notions of focus are what is being considered here. Semantic and pragmatic
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approaches to studying focus highlight the importance of semantic alternatives. Krifka
(2008) provides the following definition of focus, which is adopted in this paper:

5. “Focus indicates the presence of alternatives that are relevant for the interpretation
of linguistic expression” (18).

This idea of the presence of alternatives that impact the interpretation of an expression can
be exemplified by (13), where IF indicates the occurrence of intonational focus, created
by phonological accent.

(13) I like [IF red] apples.

By giving intonational focus to red through accent, the speaker creates an alternative
set of types/colors of apples that the speaker does not like or know. Various logical
representations of that alternative set have been proposed, but a deep discussion of those
representations does not fall in the scope of this paper. What is clear, however, is that
focusing red in (13) implies that the speaker does not like at least some other color of
apples.
(13) also provides an example of intonational focus, given to an expression through

intentional phonological accent in English. However, focus need not be created by phono-
logical accent. Focus can occur based on the discourse environment surrounding a certain
focused item. For example, at the movies receives question-answer focus, indicated by QF ,
in (14), since it is not only providing a piece of new information in the discourse, but also
is creating an alternative set of locations where John is implied not to be.

(14) A: Where is John?
B: He’s [QFat the movies].
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It is focus like (14), which is created by a discourse environment, that is explored further
in section 4.2 and 4.3 and throughout this thesis.

4.2 Categorizations of Focus

Focus has not only been analyzed through the different linguistic sub-fields, but it has also
been categorically grouped together countless different ways based on the environments
that create it. Some linguists have given a name to each type of focus associated with the
discourse environment that creates it, while others have tried to group these narrow cate-
gories of focus together to form broad categories based on their properties. The two most
common and well-understood broad categories of focus are presentational focus (also
called non-contrastive and discourse-new focus) and contrastive focus (also called cor-
rective focus) (Katz and Selkirk 2011:771, Gussenhoven 2007:91, Kiss 1998:245). Con-
trastive focus and presentational focus are defined as follows:

6. Contrastive focus occurs on an expression that corrects or contradicts something
previously believed in the discourse (Krifka 2008:23).

7. Presentation focus occurs on what is considered to be the new information or the
most important information in an utterance (23).

The research conducted for this thesis examined the effects of contrastive focus and
presentational focus, which includes question-answer focus, parallel focus, and focus-
sensitive-particle focus, on the acceptability of sentences with the null copula in AAE.
Below, I define and provide an example in Mainstream United States English (MUSE) of
each category of focus explored in this thesis, which is summarized in Table 1. Contrastive
focus functions as both a narrow category and broad category of focus since it can be
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defined uniquely by the discourse environment that creates it, yet has also been shown
to have properties that separate it from most other types of focus (more on this in section
4.3). (15) provides an example of contrastive focus, indicated by CF , in MUSE.

(15) A: Trey’s your neighbor.
B: No, [CFDarnell]’s my neighbor.

Notice that a set of alternatives who are not B’s neighbor (including Trey) is created
through the focus in (15).
Within the presentational focus category, I examined the following subtypes: question-

answer focus, created by a wh-question, parallel focus, created by parallel syntactic struc-
tures, and focus-sensitive-particle focus, created by focus-sensitive-particles like even, not
even, only, luckily, etc. In MUSE, (14) is an example of question-answer focus, which was
explained in the previous subsection. Parallel focus, indicated by PF , is exemplified in
(16).

(16) Mike and Rhi left right after each other. [PF Rhi] went to the [PFmovies] and
[PF Mike] (went) to the [PFmall].

For the parallel focus in (16), there are actually two alternative sets created, each made of
two parts. The first consists of pairing of people and locations that are not {Mike,movies}

and the second consists of pairing of people and locations that are not {Rhi,mall}, where
{x, y} for any lexical items x, y represents a relationship between the two parallel focused
items in a phrase.
Lastly, an example of a sentence with focus-sensitive-particle focus, indicated by FSPF ,

is found in (17).

(17) Only [FSPF Rhi] went to the movies.
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In (17), only is the focus-sensitive-particle, which gives focus to Rhi and creates the alter-
native set of all other relevant people in the discourse who did not go to the movies.

Narrow Category of Focus Broad Category of Focus Example (MUSE)
Contrastive Contrastive A: Trey’s your neighbor.

B: No, [CFDarnell]’s my neigh-
bor.

Question-Answer Presentational A: Where is John?
B: He’s [QFat the movies].

Parallel Presentational [PF Rhi] went to the
[PFmovies] and [PF Mike]
(went) to the [PFmall].

Focus-Sensitive-Particle Presentational Only [FSPF Rhi] went to the
movies.

Table 1: Summary of the Categories of Focus Relevant to This Research

4.3 The Uniqueness of Contrastive Focus Cross-Linguistically

Contrastive focus is often unique within a language in its ability to license syntactic struc-
tures that are not licensed by other types of focus. In Japanese and Korean, for example,
long-distance syntactic scrambling in a sentence requires that the sentence be interpreted
contrastively–that is, it must have contrastive focus (Vermeulen 2011:5-6). Along similar
lines, Efik, a language spoken in Nigeria in the Niger-Congo language family, has con-
trastive focus particle, and the answer to a wh-question cannot be expressed in the same
way as the sentence would be constructed for corrective or contrastive purposes (Gussen-
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hoven 2007:91, Simons & Fennig 2017). Lastly, Kiss (1998) argues that a distinction must
be made between contrastive and presentational focus, based on data from Hungarian.
Evidence from these languages provide a snapshot of the reasons why contrastive focus

and presentational focus should be differentiated. We will see in section 6 that the null
copula in AAE appears to be sensitive to contrastive focus but not to presentational focus.

4.4 Impact of Focus on the Zero Copula in Mandarin Chinese

Focus has an effect on many syntactic constructions cross-linguistically, including zero
copulas. Niu (2015) shows that in Mandarin Chinese, Zhangsan gao ‘Zhangsan is tall’,
which has a zero copula, is ungrammatical in non-focused environments. However, (18)
is grammatical when Lisi ai ‘Lisi is short’ appears before it, as Lisi ai ‘Lisi is short’ makes
presentational (parallel) focus occur in Zhangsan gao.

(18) Zhangsan
Zhangsan

gao
tall

*(Lisi
(Lisi

ai).
short)

‘Zhangsan is tall (while Lisi is short).’

The standard way to express that Zhangsan is tall in Mandarin is provided in (19) and is
grammatical in all environments.

(19) Zhangsan
Zhangsan

hen
very(grammaticali ed)

gao.
tall

‘Zhangsan is tall.’
(Niu 2015:98)

Not only does parallel focus make Zhangsan gao grammatical, but question-answer
focus also does. (20) shows that when Zhangsan gao is in response to a wh-question and
thus receives question-answer focus, it is grammatical.
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(20) A: Zhangsan
Zhangsan

he
and

Lisi,
Lisi

shui
who

gao?
tall

‘Zhangsan and Lisi, who is taller?’

B: Zhangsan
Zhangsan

gao.
tall

‘Zhangsan is taller.’
(Niu 2015: 97-98)

Thus, in Mandarin, at least certain types of presentational focus appear to improve the
grammaticality of sentences with a zero copula when they are not otherwise grammatical.
This information in conjunction with that in section 4.3 suggests that an exploration
of the effect focus has on a syntactic structure should examine both presentational and
contrastive types of focus.

4.5 The Zero Copula and Focus in Stigmatized Dialects in the Be-
lizean Continuum

A relationship between a zero copula and focus is also found in a collection of stigmatized
dialects spoken in Belize. Cuycken (1985) presents corpus data on focused sentences in
Belizean dialects that show this. Of the 1132 sentences with focus in the corpus, 417 were
copular sentences (277). Of those 417, 95% of them had a zero copula (50% had a zero
copula by itself and 45% had a zero copula with copied DP lexical information) and a
mere 5% had a full/non-zero copula (277). Thus, there seems to be a strong relationship
between focus and the frequency of the zero copula in these Belizean dialects.4 This
4Ideally, we would be able to compare this proportion to the proportion of the zero and full copulas in

non-focused sentences. Unfortunately, Cuycken (1985) does not provide that information. However, the
data it does provide is presented in a way that suggests that the high frequency of the zero copula in these
focused environments is particularly unique, and that is why focused sentences are being highlighted.
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corpus data on stigmatized dialects spoken in Belize provides an another example of a
potentially cross-linguistic relationship between focus and the acceptability and frequency
of a zero copula. Yet this corpus data is only presented to argue for a non-focus related
theory, which highlights that data and analysis on the relationship between focus and
the null copula is quite rare. In the sections that follow, I add to the literature on that
relationship by including an analysis of it in AAE.

5 Methods
Looking to explore the effect of focus on the null copula in AAE, I consulted two bi-
dialectal speakers of AAE and MUSE to collect data on the subject. One of my consultants
was a 21 year old woman from New York,5 while the other was a 21 year old man from
Georgia.6 I presented my consultants with written text of minimal pairs of data involv-
ing the null copula. The relevant factor in the minimal pairs was the presence of focus
within the sentence. In each minimal pair, the sentence of interest that remained con-
stant for both parts of the minimal pair was bolded. I asked my consultants to rate the
acceptability of the bolded sentence in each discourse example on a Likert scale from
1-5 (Podesva & Sharma 2016:33). While not my initial intent, the consultants gave half
ratings. So there were 10 rankings possible for each sentence ranging from 1- totally
unacceptable/unnatural to 5- totally acceptable/natural.
I first presented my consultants with data from Frassica (2009), like the minimal pair

of (12a) and (12b), to check the acceptability judgments reported there. Then, I cre-
5This consultant is referred to as consultant 1 throughout this thesis and her acceptability judgments are

under the “Rating 1” column.
6This consultant is referred to as consultant 2 throughout this thesis and his acceptability judgments are

under the “Rating 2” column.
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ated my own minimal pairs that included different types of focus. More specifically, I
presented my consultants minimal pairs that consisted of the same sentence appearing
in different discourse environments, one without any type of focus, and one with either
contrastive, question-answer, parallel focus, or focus-particle-sensitive focus [i.e. focus
from even/only/luckily]. Often, these minimal pairs were not presented as just two dis-
course examples at a time, but with a few other discourse examples in the chunk of data
with different names or nouns to see if there were factors outside of focus affecting the
results. The relevant sentences in the minimal pairs consisted of the null copula preceding
DPs, PPs, and APs. For example, my consultants provided acceptability judgments on he
at Wawa, a case where the null copula preceded a PP, in both focused and non-focused
contexts. To see all of the data collected, refer to the appendix in section 8.
When analyzing the results, I defined a data point as the change between the rating

of the unfocused sentence and the focused sentence in a minimal pair, represented by ∆
where −4 ≤ ∆ ≤ 4. Although I have individual ratings for each sentence and could have
averaged them or performed other statistical tests with the numerical ratings, that would
not illuminate the ways in which various types of focus affect individual sentences with
the null copula in AAE. Some of the unfocused data sentences are initially rated as a 1.5
and others are initially rated as a 5. Thus, what is significant is not the actual ratings of
the focused or non-focused sentences, but the difference between the ratings of the same
sentence in and out of a focused environment.
Sentences with DPs following the null copula made up the majority of the sentences I

examined because they are the least common type of phrase to follow the null copula in
AAE, as shown in Labov (1969). Labov concluded that progressive verbs occur the most
frequently after the null copula, followed by predicative adjectives, locatives, and finally
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by noun phrases (Labov 1969:732), i.e. in terms of their frequency occurring after the
null copula,

Progressive Verbs > Predicative Adjective > Locatives > Noun/Determiner Phrases

Understanding that DPs occur the least frequently after the null copula was important
for my research because if the appearance of the null copula was a perfect five on the
acceptability scale without focus, then I would not be able to determine the affect of
focus on the sentence. Thus, in order to make conclusions based on a minimal pair, I
needed the non-focused form to be rated as less than a five initially. That is why I used
DPs the most frequently, as they tended to elicit a lower non-focused rating.
One possible confounding variable in my research is that I was not consistent about

the order in which I presented the non-focused data and the focused data that made up a
minimal pair.7 Additionally, when working with these small differences in acceptability
of sentences in different environments, I recognize that there may be confounding vari-
ables based on non-focused-related pragmatic constraints of the discourse used. To do
my best to prevent this, I often checked the naturalness of the discourse environment by
itself by asking my consultants for acceptability judgments of the same discourse envi-
ronment but with the sentence in question in the contracted copular form instead of the
null form. If the contracted form was rated poorly, I would work to revise the environ-
ment. Additionally, my consultants occasionally told me that the discourse environment
itself was unnatural instead of giving me a rating, which would prompt me to revise the
environment before asking again for a judgment.
7Thank you to Anita Brown for bringing this to my attention.
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6 Analysis
In this section, I present the results of my research. This includes examples of the data I
collected, as well as summaries of my findings more broadly. In section 6.1, I present and
describe the data involving minimal pairs with a contrastive focus variable. In section 6.2
to 6.4, I do the same for question-answer focus, parallel focus, and focus-sensitive-particle
focus respectively. Then, in section 6.5, based on the results found in sections 6.1 through
6.4, I compare the contrastive focus data with all of the other data collected, which have
different subtypes of presentational focus as their minimal pair variable. Additionally,
in section 6.5, I make connections between my findings with respect to contrastive ver-
sus presentational focus to the cross-linguistic examples of when contrastive focus alone
licenses certain syntactic structures, as discussed in section 4.3.

6.1 Contrastive Focus Data

This section examines the 20 data points collected relevant to the effect of contrastive
focus on null copula sentences in AAE (recall that a data point refers to the change (∆)
between the rating from 1-5 of a sentence in AAE appearing in non-focused environments
to the rating of the same sentence occurring in a contrastive-focused environment). Two
such data points appear in Table 6.1 below, which are near identical to (12a) and (12b), in
which the null copula precedes the DP my neighbor. The only difference is that I switched
no to nah from (12b) to (20b) due to a suggestion from one of my consultants who said
that nah rather than no would always be said in AAE to contrast something. Rating 1 and
Rating 2 represent the ratings of my two consultants.
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Data Rating 1 Rating 2
(20a) A: I like my new place. It’s cheaper than Bowen
Homes, and Darnell my neighbor

3 4

(20b) A: I like my new place. It’s cheaper than Bowen
Homes.
B: Yeah but, Trey’s your neighbor.
A: Nah, [CFDarnell] my neighbor.

4 5

∆ = +1 ∆ = +1

Table 2: (20)

In (20), we see that for both speakers, the occurrence of Darnell my neighbor in con-
trastive focus environment improves the ratings of the sentence by one point (∆ = +1).
In this case, the contrastive focus occurs on the DP preceding the null copula. Table 2
looks at a different minimal pair set where the null copula precedes an AP, which receives
the contrastive focus. In this table, I also have the ratings of the contracted versions of
the sentence in the discourse environments in (21b) and (21d).
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Data Rating 1 Rating 2
(21a) A: This is my friend Zhane. He African. 2 5
(21b) A: This is my friend Zhane. He’s African. 4.5 4
(21c) A: Ask Zhane. He’s from France.
B: Nah, he [CFAfrican]

3.5 4

(21d) A: Ask Zhane. He’s from France.
B: Nah, he’s [CFAfrican]

4.5 4

∆ = +1.5 ∆ = −1

Table 3: (21)

For consultant 1, we see in (21) that contrastive focus makes the occurrence of he
African more acceptable by 1.5 (∆ = +1.5)8. For consultant 2, the contrastive focus
within he African appears to have a negative impact to the acceptability of he African of
minus one. As will be described inmore detail at the end of this section, this was one of the
few cases where contrastive focus seemed to hurt the acceptability of a sentence. While
not factored into my statistical analysis, it should be noted that the contracted version of
(21c), (21d) is also rated as a 4. So it is possible that it is the discourse environment itself
without regard to the null copula that accounts for this score of 4.
(22) contains a minimal pair involving the null copula preceding a PP. It is that PP

which receives the contrastive focus.
8While not considered in this analysis, one should consider whether having a full copula in the first

sentence in (21a) and (21b) affects the acceptability of having a null copula in the second in a way that
could compromise these data pieces.
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Data Rating 1 Rating 2
(22a) A: Sean out with his friends. He at Wawa. 4 3
(22b) A: Sean texted me. He gonna be home soon. He
at Wawa.

3 4

(22c) A: Sean out with his friends. B: I bet he playing
basketball. B: Nah, he [CF at Wawa].

4 5

Avg. ∆ = +0.5 Avg. ∆ = +1.5

Table 4: (22)

Given the fact that my consultants saw two non-focused environments for he at Wawa
and felt slightly differently about their acceptability, I averaged their non-focused rank-
ings. From that, I obtained that contrastive focus improved the occurrence of he at Wawa
by 0.5 for consultant 1 and 1.5 for consultant 2.
The other 14 data points can be found in the Appendix section 8.1. Of all of the

acceptability judgments regarding minimal pairs with contrastive focus, it was found that
contrastive focus improved the rating of the sentence in question 10 times, had no effect
4 times, and made it worse 3 times. Additionally, there are three cases of the non-focused
and focused sentence both being a five on the acceptability scale, which are not included
for statistical purposes. This is summarized below in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Contrastive Focus Effect

A 1-sample proportion test was run on this data. It compared the proportion of the
number of times that contrastive focus improved the acceptability of a sentence with the
null copula out of the total number of statistically relevant data points involving con-
trastive focus [i.e. those where the non-focused data did not originate as a 5]. It did this
with the proportionality constant 0.33. The proportionality constant of 0.33 was used be-
cause there were three categories and if the behavior were random, it would be expected
that there is an equal distribution of data points in each category. Thus, there would be a
proportion of 1

3
≈ 0.33 when the acceptability of a sentence with the null copula became

more acceptable with contrastive focus if contrastive focus had no effect. In this case,
the proportion of “better” data points to all of the contrastive focus data points 10:17.
The 1-sample proportion test concluded that the difference between the improvement
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in acceptability due to contrastive focus and 0.33 was statistically significant given the
standard 95% confidence level (p=0.0358). Thus, this data suggests that the occurrence
of contrastive focus improves the acceptability of null copula sentences in a statistically
significant capacity.

6.2 Question-Answer Focus Data

This section examines the five data points collected from minimal pairs whose varying
factor is question-answer focus. As with contrastive focus, the consultants rated the ac-
ceptability of the same sentence in discourse that made it appear in and out of a question-
answer focused environment. (23) provides one example of the type of minimal pair used
to acquire this question-answer focus data.

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
(23a) A: I met Mike sisters yesterday. They cool.
Zoe a lawyer.

3 5

(23b) A: What Zoe do? B: Zoe [Q−Aa lawyer] 3 5
Avg. ∆ = 0 Avg. [∆ = 0]

Table 5: (23)

For both consultants, the ratings of Zoe a lawyer did not change. For consultant 1, this
data point is significant since the rating stayed at a three, while consultant 2’s data point
is not used when considering overall statistics due to the fact that the unfocused rating
already started at and stayed at the highest rating possible, a five.
The discourse and ratings used to obtain the three other data points can be found in the

Appendix section 8.2. Of all of the data collected from minimal pairs with the question-
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answer focus variable, it was found that question-answer focus improved the rating of
the sentence in question once, had no effect once, and made it worse twice. Additionally,
there was one case where the non-focused and focused sentence were both a five on the
acceptability scale. This is summarized below in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Question-Answer Focus Effect

As with contrastive focus, a 1-sample proportion test was run on this data. It com-
pared the proportion of the number of times that question-answer focus improved the
acceptability of a sentence with the null copula, 2, out of the total number of statisti-
cally relevant data points involving question-answer focus, 4, with the proportionality
constant 0.33. The 1-sample proportion test concluded that this difference between 0.33
and 2 events of better out of 4 trials was strongly statistically insignificant (p=1.000).
Thus, the data pattern with regard to question-answer focus could be due to chance.
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6.3 Parallel Focus Data

Also in the presentation focus category, this section examines the six data points collected
from minimal pairs whose varying factor is parallel focus. Table 6 provides an example
of that data.

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
(24a) A: Try to avoid taking Calculus in the morning.
Mrs. Nelli a bitch.

4 5

(24b) A: Miss T’s a bitch. B: Nah, she a chill teacher.
[PFMrs. Nelli] [PFa bitch].

3.5 5

∆ = −0.5 [∆ = 0]
Table 6: (24)

Note that the parallel focus in (24b) comes from the parallel structure between she a
chill teacher andMrs. Nelli a bitch and that there is no contrastive focus on the bolded sen-
tencesMrs. Nelli a bitch. This minimal pairs shows that for consultant 1, the acceptability
of Mrs. Nelli a bitch is slightly worse with parallel focus (∆ = −0.5). For consultant 2, the
acceptability stays the same at the top rating of five.
The discourse and ratings used to obtain the four other data points are found in the

Appendix section 8.3. Of all of the data collected from minimal pairs with the parallel
focus variable, parallel focus improved the rating of the sentence in question two times,
had no effect twice, and made it worse twice. Additionally, there were two cases where
the non-focused and focused sentence were both a five on the acceptability scale. This is
summarized below in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Parallel Focus Effect

As above, a 1-sample proportion test was run on this data. It compared the proportion
of the number of times that parallel focus improved the acceptability of a sentence with
the null copula, 2, out of the total number of statistically relevant data points involving
question-answer focus, 6, with the proportionality constant 0.33. As can be guessed, the
1-sample proportion test concluded that this difference between 0.33 and 2 events of bet-
ter out of 6 trials was strongly statistically insignificant (p=1.00), since the proportions
are identical. Thus, the data pattern with regard to parallel focus could be due to chance.

6.4 Focus-Sensitive-Particle Focus Data

Lastly, within the category of presentational focus, this section examines the seven data
points collected from minimal pairs whose varying factor is focus-sensitive-particle focus.
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Table 7 provides an example of that data.

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
(18a) A: I liked 12th grade English because Ms. Brown a
trustworthy teacher.

2.5 5

(18b) A: You can’t trust any of them [referring to teach-
ers]. [FSPNot even] Ms. Brown a [FSPF trustworthy]
teacher 

1.5 3

∆ = −1 ∆ = −2

Table 7: (25)

In (25b), the focus-sensitive-particle not even is responsible for providing focus on trust-
worthy teacher given the discourse involving a lack of integrity among teachers. The
occurrence of focus-sensitive-particle focus in Ms. Brown a trustworthy teacher makes the
acceptability of the sentence worse by∆ = −1 for consultant 1 and∆ = −2 for consultant
2.
The discourse and ratings used to obtain the six other data points can be found in

the Appendix section 8.4. Of all of the data collected from minimal pairs with the focus-
sensitive-particle focus variable, it was found that focus-sensitive-particle focus improved
the rating of the sentence in question 1 time, had no effect once, and made it worse five
times. Additionally, there was one case where the non-focused and focused sentence were
both a five on the acceptability scale. This is summarized below in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Focus-Sensitive-Particle Focus Effect

As above, a 1-sample proportion test was run on this data. It compared the proportion
of the number of times that focus-sensitive-particle focus improved the acceptability of
a sentence with the null copula, 1, out of the total number of statistically relevant data
points involving focus-sensitive-particle focus, 8, with the proportionality constant 0.33.
The 1-sample proportion test concluded that this difference between 0.33 and 1 events of
better out of 8 trials was strongly statistically insignificant (p=0.2852). Thus, this data
suggests that the occurrence of focus-particle-sensitive focus does not statistically signif-
icantly improve the acceptability of sentences with the null copula. Given the data, one
may expect that the occurrence of focus-particle-sensitive focus actually makes sentences
with the null copula less acceptable. To check this, a 1-sample proportion test was run
that compared the proportion of the “worse” data out of the total with 0.33. The propor-
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tion 0.33 was used for the same reason it was used with the “better” data—that is, the
law of chance would make sentences with the null copula be rated as a worse with focus-
sensitive-particle focus 33% of the time. However, the p-value of this test was 0.1252,
concluding that it cannot be shown from this data that the occurrence of focus-particle-
sensitive focus corresponds statistically significantly with the improvement or worsening
in acceptability of null copula data. This may be due to a small sample of data. Future
work should be done to collect more data on how focus-sensitive-particle focus affects
the acceptability of sentences with the null copula. Additionally, future work should be
done to examine how natural focus-sensitive-particles like not even/even/only/etc. are in
AAE generally and if there could be any confounding variable from that in this data.

6.5 Comparing Contrastive Focus to Presentational Focus Data

With the cross-linguistic data presented in section 4.3 in mind, where certain syntactic
structures were only licensed with contrastive focus and not work presentation focus, this
subsection examines how the contrastive focus data compares to the presentational focus
data, that from question-answer, parallel, and focus-particle-sensitive focus. As shown
in section 6.1, the contrastive focus data suggests that contrastive focus corresponds sta-
tistically significantly with an improvement in the acceptability in null copula sentences
(p=0.0358). The bar graph summary of that data has been reproduced below.
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Figure 2 Reproduced: Contrastive Focus Effect

By grouping all of the presentational focus data together, it is found that presentational
focus improves the acceptability of sentences with the null copula four times, has no effect
on the acceptability five times, and makes it worse nine times. This is summarized in
Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6: Presentational Focus Effect

By running a 1-sample proportion test on the presentational data with a 0.33 pro-
portionality constant point of comparison, a high p-value of 0.4543 is obtained. This
implies that the relationship between the presentational types of focus explored in this
research and the acceptability of null copula sentences is likely due to chance, while the
relationship between acceptability of null copula sentences and contrastive focus is likely
not due to chance. This seems likely given the cross-linguistic data found in Hungarian,
Japanese, Elik, and Korean that are licensed by contrastive focus and no types of presenta-
tional focus. Thus, in addition to making a claim about the distribution of the null copula
in AAE, this conclusion supports the theoretical notion that focus should be subdivided
into the two categories of contrastive focus and presentational focus, since the properties
associated with each differ.
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7 Future Research and Conclusion
The results of the research described in this paper suggest that contrastive focus improves
the acceptability of null copula sentences in AAE, while presentational focus cannot be
shown to have an effect on the acceptability of them. In doing so, the data provides
more evidence that there are feature-based differences between presentational focus and
contrastive focus. I encourage more research be done on how presentational and con-
trastive focus may have different effects on the acceptability of syntactic structures cross-
linguistically. In addition, this research adds to the very limited field of research on
the relationship between focus and null/zero copulas, as discussed in conversation with
Mandarin Chinese and Belizean dialects. The results of this research also suggest that
current accounts of the null copula in AAE are missing a discussion of how focus affects
its distribution. I encourage linguists to continue to explore and to include the impact of
contrastive focus on null copula in AAE sentences in future distribution accounts, and to
include the impact of focus broadly on distribution accounts of null/zero copulas cross-
linguistically.
While statistical significance for the impact of contrastive focus was obtained, the re-

sults of this research should be verified by future research. Research limitations led to
both a small number of data for individual types of focus and across the board. Addition-
ally, the data obtained was provided by only two consultants, so it would be unproductive
to make large scale generalizations. This is particularly true since the consultants were
both 21 year old college students. That said, the results of this data strongly support the
claim that for these two speakers of AAE, contrastive focus improves the acceptability
of null copula sentences, and presentational focus does not lead to that conclusion. The
results of this thesis should be used to ignite more research on the effect of focus on null
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copula sentences in AAE to confirm (or call into question) these results.
Future research should also explore whether where (contrastive) focus occurs in a null

copula sentence, particularly before or after the copula, affects the acceptability of that
sentence. The data presented in this research does not seem to suggest it does, but since
it was a not a main research question, there is not enough data to make any conclusions.
More broadly, I encourage that more research be done on AAE as a whole and on

other stigmatized dialects. While not the focus of this thesis, I would be remiss not to
mention the negative perception people have of AAE and what linguists’ study of it can
do to fight that image. It is the unfounded perception of AAE as a failure to properly
speak MUSE that drives me and many other linguists to study the rules that make up AAE
and show how those rules parallel those of other (non-stigmatized) languages across the
world. Negative views about stigmatized dialects are always based in harmful stereotypes
of the people who speak those dialects. The more positive attention that linguists give to
features of stigmatized dialects like AAE, the harder it becomes for people to attempt to
hide their racism in unsupported linguistic claims.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Contrastive Focus

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: I love my pet Mikey. He a dog. 3 3
A: I love my pet Mikey. He’s a dog 5 5
A: I love my pet Mikey. B: Eh I don’t like cats. But, he [CF

a dog]
3 4

∆ = 0 ∆ = +1

Table 8: (26)

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: I love my Mikey. He a cute dog. 2 4
A: I love Mikey. B: You love all dogs. I bet he ain’t even
cute. A: Nah Mikey [CFa cute dog.]

3 4

A: I love Mikey. B: You love all dogs. I bet he ain’t even
cute. A: Nah he [CFa cute dog.].

3 5

∆ = +1 ∆ = +1

Table 9: (27)
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Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: You hear Taylor had her baby? The baby a girl. N/A 4
A: You hear Taylor’s pregnant? I bet with a boy. Nah, the
baby [CFa girl.]

N/A 4

∆ = N/A ∆ = 0

Table 10: (28)

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: You hear Taylor had her baby? The baby named Ryan.
She a girl.

N/A 5

A: You hear Taylor’s pregnant? I bet with a boy. Nah, she
[CFa girl.]

N/A 5

∆ = N/A [∆ = 0]
Table 11: (29)

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: I love my Mikey. He a beagle. 3.5 4
A: I love my Mikey. He’s a beagle 5 4
A: I love my dog Mikey. B: Eh I don’t like bloodhounds. A:
But he [CFa beagle.].

3 5

∆ = −0.5 ∆ = 0

Table 12: (29)
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Data Rating 1 Rating 2
[A telling B about teaching at B?s new school] A: Try to
avoid taking Calculus in the morning. Mrs. Nelli a bitch.

4 5

A: Miss T’s a bitch. B: Nah, [CFMrs. Nelli] a bitch. 4 5
∆ = 0 [∆ = 0]

Table 13: (30)

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
[A telling B about teachers at B’s new school] A: Try to take
Calculus in the morning. Mrs. Nelli a chill teacher.

2 5

A: Miss T’s a bitch.
B: Nah, Miss T [CF a chill teacher]

3 4

∆ = +1 ∆ = −1

Table 14: (31)

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
[A telling B about teachers at B’s new school]
A: Mrs. Nelli teaches math. She a chill teacher.

3 5

A: Miss T’s a bitch.
B: Nah, she [CF a chill teacher]

3.5 5

∆ = +0.5 [∆ = 0]
Table 15: (32)
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8.2 Question-Answer Focus

Data Rating 1
A: I met Mike sisters yesterday. They cool.
Zoe a teacher

3

A: Is it Kara or Zoe who a teacher? B: Zoe [Q−Aa teacher] 2.5
∆ = −0.5

Table 16: (33)

Data Rating 1
A: I like my new place. It’s cheaper than Bowen Homes, and
Darnell my neighbor

3

A: How you know Leah? B: Darnell [Q−Amy neighbor]. 3.5
∆ = +.5

Table 17: (34)

Data Rating 1
A: [Pointing to a family picture. This a picture of my family. That
one there, that Zoe.
Zoe my cousin

3.5

A: [B just met a lot of A?s friends and family members] Which
one was your cousin? B: [Q−AZoe] my cousin.

3

∆ = −.5

Table 18: (35)
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8.3 Parallel Focus

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: I like my new place. It’s cheaper than Bowen Homes, and
Darnell my neighbor 9

3 4

A: Which one was your cousin? B: Zoe my cousin.
[PFKara] [PFmy neighbor.]

3 5

∆ = 0 ∆ = +1

Table 19: (36)

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: Try to take Calculus in the morning. Mrs. Nelli a chill
teacher.

2 5

A: Miss T’s a bitch. B: Nah, Mrs. Nelli a bitch. [PFMrs. T
[PFa chill teacher].

2.5 5

∆ = +0.5 [∆ = 0]
Table 20: (37)

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: I met Mike sisters yesterday. They cool.
Zoe a laywer]

3 5

A: Kara’s a lawyer. B: Nah, Kara a teacher. [PF Zoe] [PFa
lawyer].

3 4

∆ = 0 ∆ = −1

Table 21: (38)
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8.4 Focus-Sensitive-Particle Focus

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: I love Mikey. He a well-behaved dog. 3 5
A: Mary, who has a low tolerance for stress, just bought a
dog. [FSPThank god though], he a [FSPFwell-behaved]
dog. 

3 4

∆ = 0 ∆ = −1

Table 22: (39)

Data Rating 1
A: Jimmy callin’ his new car Shelly. He’s obsessing over it and
you can tell. The car real clean.

3

A: Jimmy just bought a 1997 car. It has 110,000 miles on it.
[FSPLuckily though,], the car [FSPF real clean]. 

3

∆ = 0

Table 23: (40)

Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: Don’t trust her [referring to Cami]. Cami a liar. 2.5 5
A: They all full of lies. [FSPEven] Cami [FSPF a liar]  3.5 5

∆ = +1 [∆ = 0]
Table 24: (41)
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Data Rating 1 Rating 2
A: Zoe said Travis a liar. 3.5 5
A: Zoe said [FSPonly] Travis [FSPF a liar]  2 3

∆ = −1.5 ∆ = −2

Table 25: (42)
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